
Our Approach, Target and Result

Advanced Products Company (APC) operates two businesses in an integrated manner̶the copper & copper alloy business
and the electronic materials & components business̶since they are very similar in terms of market needs and technology
development. Taking advantage of our unique technologies, we offer various products in the markets of next-generation
vehicles, semiconductor manufacturing, electronics, industrial equipment, robots, and infrastructure, which are our focus
market domain.
For the next-generation vehicle market, we supply oxygen-free copper and advanced copper alloys which are essential for
high current, voltage, and large amounts of data communication; lead frames and other copper & copper alloy products;
insulating heat radiating parts that offer excellent heat radiation properties; solar heat-ray shielding paints that are used
mainly for automotive windows to save energy; and automotive electronic components such as sensors.
For the semiconductor manufacturing and electronics market, we offer processed silicon products and seals for semiconductor
manufacturing equipment.
For the industrial equipment, robots, and infrastructure, we supply superconducting wires used for magnetic resonance
imaging (MRI) and scientific research; advanced copper alloy wires; ECO BRASS® which is an environmentally friendly lead-
free brass with excellent machinability. In this way, APC contributes widely to the development of society, for instance in the
popularization of new mobility services through providing high value-added products in response to mega trends.

*The aluminum business was transferred to the Aluminum Div., which was newly established in April 2020.

■ Value chain for the advanced products business

In addition to the cutting tools that are essential for processing metal parts, we also supply rock tools, wear resistant tools,
and other cemented carbide products, as well as sintered parts used in the engines and drive parts of vehicles and aircraft.

Responsibility throughout the Value Chain

Advanced Products Business

Metalworking Solutions
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We operate manufacturing and sales facilities worldwide, in China and other parts of Asia, the Americas and Europe. We
support manufacturing across a range of different fields by providing high value-added products and services which cater to
customer needs. Those products and services are underpinned by high levels of technical expertise and reliability. Our
cemented carbide products boast the largest market share domestically. The sintered parts sector contributes to improving
the fuel efficiency of eco-friendly automobiles and other vehicles and promotes the electrification of cars. In addition, we
proactively recycle tungsten, a rare metal that is the main raw material for cemented carbide. We are also focusing a great
deal of effort on collecting used cemented carbide tools.

■ Value chain in the metalworking solutions business

Our metals business consists of three areas of business; mining, smelting and refining, and precious metals*. Our metals
business consists of four areas of business; mining, smelting and refining, copper processing and precious metals. In the
mining sector, we invest in overseas copper mines in order to procure a steady supply of copper concentrate. In the smelting
and refining sector, we manufacture and sell high quality products, both domestically and overseas, thanks to the Mitsubishi
Process, which combines high efficiency with exceptionally low environmental impact. Making the most of the smelting
process, we have also established a recycling system for recovering valuable metals from E-Scrap, as part of our active
commitment to recycling resources. In the precious metals sector, we provide precious metal bullion products and services
under the brand “Mitsubishi Gold,” including our accumulation plan service called “MY GOLD PARTNER” for gold, silver and
platinum for individual customers.
* Copper & copper alloy products were integrated into the Advanced Products Company in October 2018.

■ Value chain for the metals business

Cement is an essential basic material to our modern society, not least for the construction of roads, bridges, ports and
buildings. We contribute to the development of social infrastructure through our cement business, and have established a
wide-ranging business structure, from mining limestone, the main raw material in cement, through to cement plants,
transportation, sales, ready-mixed concrete plants, and construction companies. In addition to our four domestic facilities,
spearheaded by our Kyushu Plant, we also undertake global activities via production and sales facilities in countries such as
the US and Vietnam, where there is strong demand. We supply high quality products such as low-heat cement, ultra-high
strength concrete cement, and non-shrink grout, in addition to regular Portland cement and other general-purpose products.
Furthermore, we actively take in difficult-to-treat waste products at our cement plants, and detoxify them using a high-

Metals Business

Cement Business
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temperature burning process at 1,450°C. Effectively reusing resources like this enables us to contribute to the establishment
of a recycling-oriented society.

■ Value chain for the cement business

In the energy sector, we contribute to the creation of a recycling-oriented society by providing stable supplies of renewable
energy, including geothermal, hydroelectric and solar power. In the nuclear sector, our operations include treatment and
disposal of radioactive waste and safety assessments.
In the eco-recycling sector, we operate recycling plants that we have established together with home appliance
manufacturers, while working collaboratively within the Group to expand resource recycling, not least through our smelting
and cement recycling system.

In the aluminum business, we have group companies that manufacture and sell fabricated aluminum and processed
aluminum products, as well as aluminum beverage cans. As part of our rolling operations, we operate a global extruded
product business via manufacturing facilities in four overseas countries. We also have Japanʼs only self-contained recycling
system for used beverage cans and are contributing to help create a recycling-oriented society.

■ Value chain for the aluminum business

We operate a wide range of affiliated businesses via our highly distinctive group companies. In addition to the likes of
engineering and trading companies, we operate tourist mines by making use of former mining sites, manufacture salt, and
operate driving schools, designed to revitalize local communities. We make the most of our advanced technologies to play a
key role in the sector of ground-source heat as a renewable energy source. We also engage in the business of dealing in pure
gold cards made using gold extracted from the copper smelting process.

Environment & Energy Business

Aluminum Business

Affiliated Business
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Procurement and Supplier Initiatives

Purpose of activities Activities during fiscal 2019
Self-

assessment
Targets/plans for activities from

fiscal 2020 onwards

Operating CSR
Procurement
Guidelines for the
Procurement &
Logistics Division

Supplier self-check sheets for
existing suppliers were submitted by
264 companies (response rate: 70%)

Supplier self-check sheets for new
suppliers were submitted by 99
companies (response rate: 100%)

Reviewed and assessed 254
suppliers

A Rate of collection of Self-Check Sheet
is 70% or higher

Assessed 206 existing suppliers

Reviewed 100% of new suppliers

Copper Product Raw
Material Procurement
Initiatives

Formulated and operated a policy on
the responsible procurement of
minerals

A Operated a policy on the responsible
procurement of minerals

Self-assessment grades A: Target achieved B: Target mostly achieved C: Target not achieved

As a comprehensive materials manufacturer, we work in partnership with wide range of suppliers throughout the value chain,
in an effort to improve added value and promote global procurement with an emphasis on stable product supplies and more
competitive products.
Stable procurement is important in terms of reducing opportunity loss and maintaining consistent operations. We therefore
aim to build close relationships with all of our suppliers, ensuring that all transactions are fair, avoid corruption, comply with
the law and take into account issues such as human rights.

In an effort to reinforce our organizational capabilities with regard to CSR priorities throughout the global supply chain, we
have informed suppliers of the CSR Procurement Guidelines for the Procurement & Logistics Division and incorporated the
guidelines into basic agreements.
The guidelines apply to all raw materials (excluding those for copper, cement and aluminum products) and equipment. They
consist of a Basic Procurement Policy, which sets out the divisionʼs responsibilities, such as respect for human rights, safety
and health, and environmental protection, and our CSR Procurement Standards with which we require our suppliers to comply
to secure product quality and safety.
To ensure the effectiveness of initiatives taken by suppliers, the division has been screening and evaluating suppliers since
April 2016.
Before starting transactions with new suppliers, we request that they conduct self-evaluations using a Supplier Self-Check
Sheet, which consists of items that assess their initiatives on social responsibilities related to human rights (such as child
labor, forced labor, and unreasonably cheap labor) and procurement (including negative environmental impact), in addition to
general items such as quality, cost and delivery. The division assigns scores according on their answers to the 12 evaluation
items on the Self-Check Sheet.
Based on rules of the division, we request that existing suppliers evaluate themselves every other year using the Supplier
Self-Check Sheet, thereby checking the progress of their initiatives. In addition, concerning major raw materials that must be
managed on an item-by-item basis, the division evaluates the comprehensive performance by using the Supplier Evaluation
Sheet, which consists of 28 evaluation items.
We provide feedback on the results of these evaluations to suppliers, including items that need improvement, and monitor
them as needed.

Responsibility throughout the Value Chain

Responsible Procurement of Raw Materials

Basic Approach

Operating CSR Procurement Guidelines for the Procurement & Logistics Division
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In fiscal 2019, we collected Supplier Self-Check Sheets from 363 suppliers (99 new ones and 264 existing ones). We
conducted screenings of all 99 new suppliers and periodic evaluations of 155 of the 264 existing ones.
The divisionʼs priority activity in fiscal 2020 is to promote purchases from multiple suppliers of major raw materials, which
were purchased from single suppliers, from the viewpoint of ensuring stable procurement.

CSR Procurement Guidelines for the Procurement & Logistics Division

[Basic Procurement Policy]

The Procurement & Logistics Division opens its doors wide for all suppliers. We decide on suppliers
based on fair assessments of quality, price, delivery time, management base and so forth,
predicated on mutual trust for the sake of mutual prosperity. We conduct no unfair dealings.

The Division complies with legislation in Japan and abroad. We also do not act in ways that go
against corporate ethics.

The Division holds safety and health, environmental preservation and measures to combat global
warming as priority tasks.

The Division respects the fundamental human rights of all persons involved.

The Division maintains as strictly confidential information obtained from the suppliers.

[CSR Procurement Standards]

To respect basic human rights, to not discriminate with regard to employment or treatment, and
to not deal in child labor, forced labor or unfair low-wage labor.

To comply with legislation in Japan and abroad and to not act in ways that go against corporate
ethics, including the provision or acceptance of inappropriate benefits and dealing with anti-social
individuals or groups.

To work to ensure and improve safety and health, such as by preventing occupational accidents.

To abide by legal environmental standards and to strive to preserve the environment, such as by
disposing of industrial waste in an environmentally sound manner.

To establish an information management system, to implement measures to prevent the leakage
of confidential information and to take special care to strictly manage obtained personal
information.

Open door/fair trade1.

Compliance with legislation and corporate ethics2.

Safety and Health, environmental preservation and measures to combat global warming3.

Respect for human rights4.

Information security5.

Respect for human rights1.

Compliance with legislation and corporate ethics2.

Safety and Health3.

Environmental preservation4.

Information security5.
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To ensure the quality and safety required for the products.

Limestone is the principal raw material used in cement production. MMC procures the limestone for use in its cement plants
from three Group-owned limestone mines in Japan and two overseas mines (in the United States and Vietnam). It seeks to
build relationships of trust with the local communities in which it conducts limestone mining and transportation by
implementing various exchange and cooperation activities, while also endeavoring to minimize noise and preserve the
habitats of rare species.

In the Aluminum Business, we not only manufacture aluminum plates but have built a CAN to CAN recycling system, in which
we procure and recycle used aluminum cans into a raw material. In addition, Mitsubishi Aluminum Co., Ltd., a Group
company, procures materials such as new aluminum metal. We promote fair and impartial transactions with all of our
business partners based on mutual trust, with awareness of the prevention of corruption, compliance with laws and
regulations, respect for human rights and others.
We also proactively promote initiatives for fulfilling our corporate social responsibilities, such as protection of the global
environment, by working with our major business partners in Japan and other countries.

We procure copper concentrate, a raw material for copper products, primarily from the overseas mines in which we invest,
and while this places us in the position of a non-operator not directly involved in mine management, as a member of the
International Council on Mining & Metals (ICMM) and a company engaged in global procurement activities, we hope to fulfill
our sustainable development responsibilities.
If we have interests in a mine over and above a certain scale, we assign members of staff and go out of our way to engage in
dialog with indigenous people and members of the local community, through advisory committees for example.
Moreover, our Metals Company requires the mining companies to comply with CSR loan and investment standards (if we are
investing) and CSR procurement standards. We also check that those standards are followed, for example through regular
questionnaire surveys, and if deemed necessary, we seek to understand and improve the situation. We include environmental
preservation and respect for human rights as important matters to consider in our business processes as we manage our
global supply chain.

Metals Company: Outline of CSR Procurement Standards

[Continual improvement of environmental performance]

Introduce and implement environmental management systems focusing on continual
improvement.

Reduce negative environmental impact from mine development and operation.

Take into account protected natural areas and protect biodiversity.

Consult with stakeholders regarding environmental issues.

[Continual improvement of occupational safety and health]

Introduce safety and health management systems focusing on continual improvement.

Protect employees and contractors from occupational accidents. Implement disease prevention
measures including local communities.

Ensuring product quality and safety6.

Cement Product Raw Material Procurement Initiatives

Aluminum Product Raw Material Procurement Initiatives

Copper Product Raw Material Procurement Initiatives
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[Protection of basic human rights]

Prevent forced and child labor.

Eliminate harassment and discrimination.

Avoid forced resettlement, or provide compensation.

Protect indigenous people.

Manage and record complaints and disputes with stakeholders.

Eliminate any involvement, either direct or indirect, with militia or other armed groups in areas of
conflict where there are concerns regarding human rights violations.

Metals Company: Outline of CSR Investment Standards

[Protection of basic human rights]

Protect the basic human rights of people impacted by our business operations. Consult with stakeholders regarding
local community issues. Eliminate any involvement, either direct or indirect, with militia or other armed groups in
areas of conflict where there are concerns regarding human rights violations.

[Mining and protected areas]

Identify and evaluate impact on cultural and natural heritage, and risks to biodiversity at every stage of our business.
Develop and implement mitigation measures.

[Mining and indigenous people]

Understand and respect the society, economy, environment, culture and rights of indigenous people. Conduct social
impact assessments with regard to indigenous people and provide appropriate compensation.

[Relationship with the local community]

Verify if there are any disputes or lawsuits with the local community. Engage in consultation and dialogue to explain
business plans.

[Environmental preservation]

Conduct environmental impact assessments (EIA) and obtain appropriate permits. Set out specific policies to reduce
the environmental impact of mine development and operation.

[Mineral resources and economic development]

Contribute to sustainable economic development at the regional and national level.

■ Environmental Impact Assessment for Zafranal Project (Peru)

Mitsubishi Materials Corporation joined Zafranal copper mine development project in Peru with Canadian mining company
Teck Resources Limited and its subsidiary. Now the feasibility study is being carried out.
Compania Minera Zafranal S.A.C. (CMZ) operates the project. Mitsubishi Materials Corporation (MMC) has 20% share of the
project and assigns personnel at the subsidiary established in Peru. MMC communicates closely with CMZ and works together
in order to progress the project.
CMZ prizes the cultures, values, traditions and historical heritages of local communities, and has been establishing
transparent and sincere long-term partnership with them. CMZ is having dialogues with local communities and additional
stakeholders, and also conducting individual briefing, responding their inquiries. CMZ has been building public trust with
taking in local opinions and needs through these activities.
In preparation for the legal process and to get approval of the Environmental Impact Assessment, CMZ is consulting with local
communities, and undertaking environmental and social baseline studies in the project and related infrastructure areas.
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The United Statesʼ Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act requires all companies listed in the US to
disclose whether their products contain “conflict minerals,” defined as gold, tin, tantalum and tungsten, along with details of
reasonable survey on producing countries and the survey results, in an effort to prevent minerals mined in the Democratic
Republic of Congo (DRC) or its neighboring countries from being used to fund the activities of armed groups responsible for
human rights violations and other acts of violence. Recently, considerations are given beyond the scope of conflict minerals
and from a broader perspective of responsible mineral procurement, mainly in EU countries. At present, cobalt and silver are
also examined, and in tandem with movements of OECD and SEC, organizations such as RMI*1 and LBMA*2 have formulated
guidance related to the issue of conflict minerals (responsible mineral procurement management).
As a responsible business operator smelting gold, silver, and tin, we promoted initiatives to respond to these global
requirements, formulated a related policy, and disclosed it.

*1 Responsible Minerals Assurance Process (RMAP, formerly the Conflict-Free Smelter Program [CFSP])
*2 London Bullion Market Association (LBMA): The LBMA implements and oversees compliance with quality requirements for

gold and silver bullion circulated in the market.

The Metals Company has pledged its support for a campaign to ensure a transparent flow of funds related to mineral
resources, as promoted by the Extractive Industries Transparency Initiative (EITI)  since June 2011.
We began preparations for tackling the issue of conflict minerals in 2012, obtained certification in August 2013 for our
compliance with the London Bullion Market Association (LBMA)  gold guidance and have had this certification renewed every
year since. We have also started operations and obtained certification for our silver products.
Since February 2014, we have received annual certification of our conformance with the RMAP  of RMI  regarding tin.

*1 Extractive Industries Transparency Initiative (EITI): The EITI is a global framework established to improve the
transparency of financial flows from extractive industries engaging in the development of oil, gas and mineral resources to
the governments of resource-producing countries. Its aim is to prevent corruption and conflicts, and thus to promote
responsible resources development that can facilitate growth and help to reduce poverty.  http://eiti.org/

*2 London Bullion Market Association (LBMA): The LBMA implements and oversees compliance with quality requirements for
gold and silver bullion circulated in the market.  http://www.lbma.org.uk/

*3 Responsible Minerals Initiative (RMI)
*4 Responsible Minerals Assurance Process (RMAP, formerly the Conflict-Free Smelter Program [CFSP])

Contact the Responsible Minerals Control Hotline  if you identify any act in violation of the provisions of our Responsible
Minerals Control Policy.

Mitsubishi Materials Corporation Metals Company Responsible Minerals Control Policy

Establishment date: June 19, 2013
Last revised date (Rev.5): May 22, 2020

The Metals Company (hereinafter the "Company") engages in bullion manufacturing for gold, silver and tin. The Company
does not procure materials originating from high-risk areas, such as conflict-affected areas, connected to human rights
abuses, terrorist financing, money laundering and illegal trade. Also, the Company recognizes the importance of addressing
Environment and Sustainability responsibilities in procurement of materials.   To rigidly maintain these practices, the
Company has adopted a control system that follows the London Bullion Market Association (LBMA) guidance for gold and
silver, and the Responsible Mineral Initiative (RMI) Responsible Minerals Assurance Process (RMAP) for tin and undergoes

As a Responsible Business Operator Procuring and Smelting Minerals

From Conflict Mineral Management to Responsible Mineral Procurement Management

Metals Company (Initiatives with Respect to Gold, Silver, and Tin)

*1

*2

*3 *4
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regular audits by third-party bodies. The Company hereby sets out its responsible minerals control policy applicable to gold,
silver and tin as follows and will implement the following measures.

The Company considers the procurement of materials containing gold, silver and tin as a high-risk when
those materials are determined or highly suspected to be connected to the conflict-affected and high-
risk areas defined by the Company where human rights abuses, terrorist financing, money laundering,
illegal trade, and non-compliance with Environment and Sustainability legal requirements are present.

The Company will practice due diligence and perform risk assessments on all suppliers of materials
containing gold and silver and all suppliers of materials containing tin. The Company will immediately
stop a transaction when it is deemed by the supply chain officer as being high risk, as a result of the risk
assessment.

General Provisions1.

The Company will respect human rights and avoid direct or indirect involvement with inhumane
acts. For this purpose, the Company will not use suspicious minerals which may be connected to
conflict-affected and high risk areas where armed conflict, widespread violence and other risks may
harm individuals. Also, the Company will not procure suspicious minerals against its Environment
and Sustainability responsibilities.

(1)

The Company will immediately stop a transaction when its risk controls on material procurement
detects that the minerals are connected to those in power in conflict-affected and high-risk areas,
or suspicious against Environment and Sustainability responsibilities of the Company.

(2)

The Company annually receives third-party assurance on its procurement of materials containing
gold, silver and tin, and reports the audit results concerning gold and silver to LBMA and those
concerning tin to RMI.

(3)

Control System and Responsibility2.

The Company's headquarters deals with all operations for mineral control. Smelters and refineries
do not procure materials independently.

(1)

The compliance officer appointed by the Company assumes authority and responsibility stipulated in
the control manual, including those for overseeing relevant sections and divisions and for operating
the control system.

(2)

The supply chain officer appointed by the Company assumes authority and responsibility stipulated
in the control manual, including those for overseeing the entire control system and for regularly
conducting management reviews.

(3)

Judgment Criteria for Material Procurement from Conflict-Affected and High-risk Area3.

Implementation of Due Diligence on Material Suppliers4.

Monitoring of Materials Purchased by the Company's Headquarters5.

Materials purchased by the Company headquarters are supplied to smelters and refineries, which
will check the actual goods and analyze the content of gold, silver, tin and/or other metals for every
lot, to examine consistency with the information from suppliers provided in advance by the
Company headquarters and to report the findings to the Company headquarters.

(1)

The Company will effectively utilize the monitoring system for incoming materials, which has long
been in place, for the purpose of responsible minerals procurement control at the Company
headquarters and operate it as a system for the prevention of contamination with high risk
minerals.

(2)
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Japan New Metals Co., Ltd., a Group company whose operations include
tungsten smelting and refining, is revising its system for managing use of
conflict-free minerals from the previous system under its Procurement Policy
to one based on responsible mineral procurement. As a company smelting
and refining tungsten in Japan, Japan New Metals Co., Ltd. carries out
management to ensure that raw materials put into the smelting and refining
process are ones conforming to the responsible mineral procurement
guidelines. The company also carries out the similar management for raw
materials purchased from external tungsten smelting and refining
companies. The company will undergo an audit in 2020 for the renewal of its
RMAP conformance certification, which it acquired in December 2014. It is
taking initiatives with a view toward renewing the certification in accordance
with the provisions of the responsible mineral procurement guidelines. Procurement Policy of Japan New Metals

Co., Ltd.

Operation of the Responsible Minerals Sourcing Control System6.

The compliance officer will provide education and training to the relevant sections and divisions of
the Company headquarters and to the smelters and refineries as needed.

(1)

The compliance officer will perform at least one internal monitoring per year of the relevant
sections and divisions of the Company headquarters and of the smelters and refineries to assess if
operations are properly performed in accordance with the responsible minerals sourcing control
system or if there are any deviances from the system.

(2)

In the event of starting transactions with a new supplier for material procurement, the Company
will ensure that the information is communicated to the compliance officer in an effort to prevent
contamination with high risk minerals.

(3)

The compliance officer will keep the records of all operations concerning responsible minerals
sourcing control and retain them for five years. The relevant documents of the control manual will
be revised as needed and properly managed.

(4)

LBMA Responsible Gold Guidance Compliance Report and the Independent Assurance Report (KPMG AZSA Sustainability
Co., Ltd.) (478KB)

Japan New Metals Co., Ltd. (Supervised by the Metalworking Solutions Company)
(Initiatives with Respect to Tungsten)
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Product Quality and Safety

To enhance the governance related to the Group-wide quality management, the quality issues have been shared all across the
Group and the preventive measures have been implemented and strengthened.
The preventive measures have been implemented successfully. As a result, quality mindset and the level of its quality
management of the Group have been improved.
To prevent the recurrence of quality issues, we will continue to work on further improving quality management, incorporating
the preventive measures with relevant daily work.
Also, we will pursue proactive quality management, as announced in the Medium-term Management Strategy recently, to
prevent producing out-of-specification products.

We have declared November 1 to be our Group-wide Quality Review Day so that the quality issues that occurred in 2017 will
not be forgotten and the same issue will not occur again.
This is an opportunity to review quality issues by watching a video message from the president and a video of lessons learned
from the series of quality issues. It is also a chance to verify that the products and services provided to customers at each site
do not have quality issues.
We have also taken various initiatives, including the verification of corrective action for customer complaints and a review of
our standards and specifications.
We also created exhibition panels showing how the quality issues occurred and the voices of customers as well as a lesson

Responsibility throughout the Value Chain

Governance restructure relating to quality management and
preventive measures

Quality Management and Group-wide Quality Initiatives

Establishment of Quality Review Day
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learned video. We have put them on permanent display in the Saitama Office, in our efforts to prevent the quality issues from
being forgotten.

We operate in accordance with the “Fundamental Quality Provisions at Mitsubishi Materials Group” in order to enhance
governance relating to quality.
Under the quality provisions, we have established a Group-wide "Quality Policy" that aims to provide first-class products and
to obtain customer satisfaction, and established and operate the "Quality Control Guidelines at Mitsubishi Materials Group" to
complement the Group Quality Policy.
We have established and are striving to maintain our quality management, from design and development to production,
shipping and sales, for all organizations involved in quality improvement of products and services provided by us.
We handle a wide variety of products at the domestic and overseas sites of our Group companies, and it is important to share
the information related to quality management.
Therefore, a regular Group-wide meeting is held for quality representatives at each Group company site.
At this meeting, the Quality Management Dept. of the Governance Div. provides and shares the latest information on our
quality.
Participants can then share examples of improvement at each site and hold group discussions on specific topics.
The purpose is to deepen the understanding of quality representatives and bring back the shared information and the
outcomes from discussion to each site to enable further improvements.
We have also set up a Quality Liaison Conference comprised of the persons in charge of quality from the Quality Management
Dept. of the Governance Division, each in-house company, and others, in our efforts to enhance our governance.
At the quality liaison conference, the progress and status of quality training, quality audits, the automation of testing
equipment, and quality initiatives at each in-house company, including Group companies, are reported. The necessary
information is then shared by participants.
Moreover, as necessary, Quality Meetings are held to share the information on quality
At the Quality Meetings, details of support are individually presented, such as confirming / discussing with sites the status of
quality management and measures to enhance governance related to quality.
The Quality Audits as a part of the Theme Audits led by the Internal Audit Dept. are conducted.
The purpose of the quality audit is to confirm by objective evidence that there is no quality fraud and that effective quality
management is implemented. It also aims to identify issues and improvements related to quality, and to provide an
opportunity for the audited sites to make continuous improvements.

Given the reflection that Group-wide crisis sharing was not working with a poor sense of ownership when the quality issues
occurred, quality training is conducted for each level of younger employees, middle employees and managers, to continue to
change their mindset on quality. 
The quality management system (QMS) based on ISO 9001 is fundamental to our quality management and quality assurance.
ISO9001 internal auditor training is conducted regularly for newly appointed auditors.
We also have a plan to roll out a new training courses for experienced internal auditors to maintain and improve their auditing
skill and capabilities.

Our Metalworking Solutions Company has 12 manufacturing sites in Europe, the United States and Asia, which manufacture
high quality products in conjunction with our domestic sites. To accommodate production expansion at overseas sites, we
have continued efforts to dispatch technical instructors from domestic sites and accept overseas trainees in Japan to train
them on equipment maintenance, production technologies, inspection criteria and so on.
This initiative over a number of years has resulted in spontaneous activities by local employees overseas, e.g. kaizen
(improvement) meetings and reviews of QC systems. Their motivation to acquire new skills and technologies is driving
improvements in quality. Also, electronic components business, a part of Advanced Products Company, was expanded to
Southeast Asia early and has transferred the production to the region.
Today, in Southeast Asia, we have a total of five manufacturing sites of subsidiaries and subcontractors dedicated to the
business, and have worked closely with the domestic ceramics plant as the “mother plant” to develop a business scheme.
With the shift of most production capacity overseas, quality improvement activities at overseas manufacturing sites grow

Quality Management Strategy

Quality Training

Quality Management Initiatives at Overseas Manufacturing Sites
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increasingly important.
In particular, to reduce the number of customer complaints about product quality, we need to promote information sharing
between sites and raise the quality control capabilities at overseas manufacturing sites to the same level as, or higher than,
those at domestic sites.
Therefore, to change overseas employeesʼ mindset and raise their skill level, we hold online meetings and other meetings in a
timely manner in addition to regular meetings for quality managers and persons in charge of quality.
In these meetings, participants share initiatives and issues for quality improvement at each site and discuss solutions to
issues.

As a manufacturer, we are committed to providing our customers with safe, high quality products. We therefore implement a
range of quality and safety initiatives, as a precautionary approach and to ensure compliance with the law and other
applicable regulations. We have also developed a set of regulations for the control of hazardous chemical substances
contained in our products. As well as ensuring that we do not release any products containing hazardous substances to
customers, including via group companies, we are committed to disclosing product information when deemed necessary.

We make every effort to guarantee safety when transporting products that require additional safety measures in transit, such
as sulfuric acid. Specific measures include ➀ avoiding contact with other substances, ➁ using protective equipment when
loading and unloading products, ➂ preventing leaks or dispersal from containers, and ➃ providing drivers with SDS clearly
outlining measures in the event of an accident.

Providing safety information on our own products is vitally important, to ensure product safety further along the supply chain.
We therefore attach Safety Data Sheet (SDS) to Mitsubishi Materials products so as to effectively disclose and convey
information on chemical substances. 

We have formulated a set of regulations for the control of hazardous chemical substances contained in our products, and
continue to reinforce management and ensure legal compliance in relation to chemical substances contained in our products.
We successfully completed registration of 13 substances covered under REACH regulations*¹ by September 2017. Currently,
we maintain and manage 13 substances. We are also working to establish systems to ensure compliance with chemical
substance-related legislation and regulations in markets such as South Korea and Taiwan, as well as to collect information and
develop further systems to maintain compliance in other countries in the future. We submitted our 2018 notification for
substances covered under the revised Chemical Substances Control Law*² in June 2019. We provide group companies with
the latest information through Quality Committee meetings and quality meetings, and give them advice on compliance with
all applicable legislation.

*1 REACH (Registration, Evaluation, Authorization and R estriction of Chemicals): EU regula tion that governs the registra
tion, evaluation, authorization and restriction of chemical substances manufactured within or imported into the EU.
*2 Revised Chemical Substances Control Law: Act on the Partial Revision of the Act on the Evaluation of Chemical Substances
and Regulation of Their Manufacture, etc.

We carry out a review during R&D at four key stages, when exploring areas of R&D, conducting R&D and trial production,
conducting mass production trials, and commercializing products. We repeatedly confirm and meticulously examine all of our
products from the very beginning, including checking for the use of hazardous chemical substances, guaranteeing that
products meet customersʼ requirements and ensuring legal compliance, always taking into consideration the safety of
products and processes as we engage in development works.

Product Safety

Ensuring Safety in Transit

Providing Safety Information

Controls on Chemical Substances Contained in our Products

Impact Assessments at the Development and Prototype Stages
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